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Album "Angels Are Real" 
ten tracks full of passion and 
intensity!

Founded in June 2019, Pilots of the
Daydreams offer a powerful and expressive
sound. The band's musical cosmos is a sonic
hybrid of modern, heavy and progressive
rock elements with spherical, energetic
arrangements with distinctive and varied
vocals. According to their own statement, the
music is not fast food, but "handmade" with a
long-term effect for rock enthusiasts -
organic, unpolished and authentic - that's
how rock 'n' roll should sound!

The band's credo is: "There are many reasons
to get your heart pumping - rock music is
one of them. Pilots of the Daydreams are
three experienced musicians from Eastern
Switzerland who reveal earthy and powerful
rock music to the audience - a soul trip for
the rocker's heart".

Soulful Rock



Press reviews of the album
At times there are guitar parts reminiscent of U2. Marco
Predicatori's voice is wonderfully interspersed with a rough tone,
which especially builds up the songs "Closer To The Sky" and "Lost
Brotherhood" into veritable hits of the album.

This band really offers an album with a strong personality, where we
have the feeling that the musicians have really decided to enjoy
themselves without any particular constraint, and that is what makes
this work so appealing.

Once again, good rock music from Switzerland that is worth buying!

What I hear is well-played rock that reminds me of Muse in songs like
"Picture Of My Sins". There are musical parallels to bands like R.E.M
and U2.

Anyone who can imagine a Swiss edition of The Cult should definitely 
listen to The Pilots Of The Daydreams with their inspiring debut "Angels 
Are Real".

www.potd.ch

Ready for the metamorphosis? New 

single with chart potential "Butterfly 

In Your Heart" including video clip.

Single available worldwide as download.


